
The data collected by messaging apps

TEXT: KENNY CHEE   SOURCE: APPLE APP STORE   STRAITS TIMES GRAPHICS

Data use WhatsApp Signal Telegram

For tracking 
user across 
apps and 
websites owned 
by other �rms

NA NA NA

Third-party 
advertising NA NA NA

Developer’s 
advertising or 
marketing

2 items:
 Device ID, 

advertising data
NA NA

Product 
personalisation

1 item: 
other user content  NA NA

Other purposes

4 items: 
phone number, 

user ID, device ID, 
product interaction

NA NA

Analytics

11 items: 
purchase history, 
coarse location, 
phone number, 

other user content, 
user ID, device ID, 

product interaction,
advertising data, 

crash data, 
performance data, 
other diagnostic 

data

NA NA

App 
functionality

14 items: 
purchase history, 

payment info, 
coarse location, 
e-mail address, 
phone number, 
contacts, user 

content created for 
customer support 

requests, other 
user content, user 

ID, device ID, 
product 

interaction, crash 
data, performance 

data, other 
diagnostic data

1 item: 
phone number 

(this data 
is not linked to 

the user) 

4 items: 
name, 

phone number, 
contacts, 
user ID

LEGEND:
Third-party advertising: Using data for 
displaying third-party ads in the app or 
sharing data with entities who display 
third-party ads.
Developer’s advertising or marketing: Using 
data for displaying the developer’s own ads in 
the app, sending marketing communications 
directly to a user, or sharing data with entities 
who will display ads to the user.
Analytics: Using data to evaluate a user’s 
behaviour, including to understand the 
effectiveness of existing product features, 
plan new features, or measure audience size 
or characteristics.
Product personalisation: Using data to 
customise what a user sees, such as a list of 
recommended products, posts, or 
suggestions.

App functionality: Using data to 
authenticate a user in the app, enable 
features, prevent fraud, implement 
security measures, ensure server uptime, 
minimise app crashes, improve scalability 
and performance, or perform customer 
support.
Coarse location: Information that 
describes a user's location with lower 
resolution than a latitude and longitude 
with three or more decimal places, such as 
from approximate location services.   
NA: Not applicable

NOTE: Unless otherwise stated, data listed 
is generally linked to a user’s identity, 
such as through his account, device, or 
other details. 


